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ACROSS
1. Spot for a sail
5. Amazon founder Bezos
9. Available, at a price
16. Some
17. Scheduling program for Macs
18. Vehicle that's been around the block
19. Start of a quip by Dave Attell
21. Where muttonchops stop
22. "Joltin' Joe," for short
23. Card quatre spots above 34-Across
25. Big name in servers
27. Quip, part 2
34. Card quatre spots below 23-Across
36. One compatible with a Sagittarius, it's said
37. Ankle bone
38. Quip, part 3
44. "Keep your shirt on!"
45. Talent show entrant
46. Green land
47. Game played with a little ball
50. "That's ___ sure!"
52. It's got a lot of pillars
54. Fender's attachment?
55. Black Eyed Peas singer Will. ___
58. Overreact to, as a joke
61. Quip, part 4
66. Sunday service reading
67. Block in Berlin?
68. Barry, e.g.
70. Granada growler
71. Overly modest one
72. Has no stomach for
73. Set in motion
74. PC application file extension
75. Fluid in a well
76. It carries torpedos
77. Span at the U.
78. Sides in tic-tac-toe
80. "Great" area in Australia
84. End of the quip
88. Long Island university where Public Enemy was formed
89. Spanish river
90. 10% of MMDX
91. Arms control subject
92. Byron's title
93. Mule's underside

DOWN
1. Iron ___
2. Attached

3. Principal Skinner on "The Simpsons"
4. ___-Days (intensified practices for football teams)
5. Dance in 12/8 time
6. Prefix with warrior and type
7. Porky
8. Roman spring goddess
9. Mountain outside of Tokyo
10. Granada growler
12. So-called "good cholesterol," for short
13. It might be found all over a sponge
14. Asian princess
15. Cocked
16. Big name in boots
20. With it
28. Nevada city that hosts the National Basque Festival
29. In the flesh
30. Overall theme
31. Jane's twin in the "Twilight" series
32. Wedding-related
33. Brit. mil. award
35. Word said 269 times in "Pulp Fiction"
39. Like the ultimate yenta
40. Most-fined radio radio personality
41. Under the weather
42. Org. with an annual Jazz Masters Award
43. Flat cap
47. Stand-up comic Mohr
48. Te-___ (cigar brand)
49. Smartphone's brain
51. "Knocked Up" star Seth
53. Roadblock
56. "I got ___ named ..." (start of each verse in "Tutti Frutti")
57. Cloth used in adhesive pads
60. ___ Hashanah
62. Tech. univ. in Troy, NY
63. '50s Hungarian leader Nagy
64. Titular river in a 1989 hit by Enya
65. Toy whose last name is "Carson"
69. Chicago suburb
70. Axis vessel
71. Overly modest one
72. Has no stomach for
73. Set in motion
74. Chinese tea
81. Sandwich served with a toothpick
82. Call from the dept.
83. "Treme" channel
85. "Catch-22" character described as "a warm-hearted, simple-minded gnome"
87. Moving forward motion